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Low speed sedimentation equilibrium techniques using the analytical ultracentrifuge provide a
powertul bol for the analysis of molecular weight and molecular weight distibutions ot a wide
range of macromolecular dispersions. The precision otthe amputed parameters depends
critically upon the off-line measurement and processing of photographic images of Rayleigh
intederence pafterns, used to reord the macromolecular slute distributions at equilibrium.
We have shown that it is pssible to use a commercial scanning densitometer (LKB 2202) of a
type widely found in labratoies in the life *iences, to capture a series of digitised scans
acrcss the fringe paftern: and have developed a simple but highly efficient algorithm, based
uryn the iterative evaluation of a limited number of di*rete Fourier aefficients, for data
analysis. This algarithm is implemented in a Pascal program which can be run on the Ultrosan's
own comguter. Res.tfts obtained show that a gain in precision of some S-fold has been
obtained, as compared with previous tully automatic evaluation systems.

lntroductlon

The technique ol sedimentation equilibrium in the analyticalultracentrifuge provides a powedul

tool for the analysis of rnolecular weights, molecular weight distributions and associative

interaction constants, for a wide rangs of solutions and dispersions of macrornolecular solutes.

The most acqlrate way of recording the distribution of the solule in the ultracentri{uge cell at

sedimentation equilibrium is to photograph a Rayleigh interlerence optical pattern, obtained by

splilting the illuminating beam between the sample seclor and a sector containing solvent only

[11. The patterns thus produced (see fig 1 for an example) contain 7 - 100 parallelfringes,

dependent on the system in use, and the displacement with respect to a defined axis can be

interpreted in terms of solute concentration (c), increments within the cell with respect to radial

distance (r) from the centre of the rotor, on the assumption that drVdc = constant (n = refractive

index of the solution). The concentration increments thus measured are purely lghliye, but

procedures exist for determining the absolute concentration at the meniscus of the solution

column, in terms of fringes, and hence of finding the absolute concentration in the same units

at allother radial positions in the cell [21.
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Manual measurement of the displacement of individualfringes has been widely employed, but
is bolh tedious and of limited precision [3]. Results from manual measurement of relative fringe
increments are shown in fig 2. Typically a precision of some ft50 to f/100 (standard deviation
can be obtained, where I is a single fringe increncnt. This is perfecfly adequate lor
evaluationof whole cell molecular weights, normatly from the regression of log (fringe number)
upon (radius)2. tne main current interest however @ncems the analysis of thernndynamically
non-ideal, polydisperse and interacting systems. This requires the use of accurate estimates
for point weight (and other) average moleolar weights eil a range of radial positions, ia the data
must be differenced once, or even twice. Potentially powerlul mathematicaltechniques have
been derived for the analysis of such systems [3,4,5], but these and other recent
developments make demands upon the precision of the basic data which cannot be met by
manual methods (see fig 3 for an example).

The presence of multiple parallellringes affords an obvious approach to the improvement of
precision via averaging' Manual measurement then becbmes even more tedious, and it is clear
that for any normaluse an automatic system must be developed. Three particular ditfiorlties
arise here:

1 the fringe patlern in most commercial ultracentrifuges is additive to an envolope function,
arising from inhomogeneity in tighl intensity in the final image plane (fig 1);

2 at high resolution minor imperfections in the photographic record and even grain size and
clustering can give rise lo uncertainly in lringe location;

3 the particular application will not in many laboratories iustify the purchase of dedicated
hardware.

Automatic fringe scanning systems have been devised by severalworkers. By larthe mosl
comprehensive analysis of the problem has been by DeRosier et at [61. They employed a
two-dimensional scanning and digitising microdensitomeler to scan the fringe palerns. The
scans were then analysed by computation of the discrete Fourier transform of the data values.
f -1 was found from the maximum of the modulus of the transform in the appropriate region, and
the phase of the lringe scan estimaled from the argument of the transform, interpolated to the
region of the maximum from a small number of computed coetficients, on lhe assumption that
the contribution to the phase of the envelope function could be neglected due to its symmetry
with respect to the data set. The final precision of this system was disappointing, and did not
exceed that obtained by manual methods, lor reasons which were not clear. This was also true
of a simpler system built by carlisle et al[], whbh must in any case be mnsidered theoretically
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questionable since it ignored the problem of the envelope function. A quite different approach

was adopted by Richards & Richards [81. They buitt a dedicated instrument based upon a twin

photocelldetector, the two photocells being arranged to be normalto the radialdirection. The

smoothed difference signallrom the photocells becomes zero when tha centre ol a fringe

pattern is located, and by traversing manually the relative positions of the pattem and the

photocells, the logging of the signalfrom digital microcomparators can hence be triggered

automatically. A precision of fE00 was attained after averaging results from the 5 centraltringes

of the pattem - a very considerable improvement upon previous systems. However, even if it

were to be fully automated this apprcach has drawbacks. Non-standard ultracentrifuge optics

have to be used to circumvent the problem of lhe envelope function, and dedicated apparatus

has to be constructed. The results of Richards & Richards [8]do however illustrate the degree

of precision which is potentially attainable.

Our own approach has been to seek to use a commercially available instrument for data

capture, the LKB 2202 Uttroscan laser dansitometer. This is widely used for scanning ol gels

and other records in laboratories in the lile sciences. Using the UCSD Pascalprogram

GELSCAN it digitises the scans and places the values into an anay of integers in a Pascaldata

fite on disk in an Apple lle (or lBMompatible PC) micocomputer. Further, it may be set to

record up to 50 scans at pre-specified locations (track posiliions') in lully automatic mode. A

photographically enlarged copy of the original interference fringe pattern may thus be digitised,

and the data captured made available on disk for analysis by a suilable prcgram written in

pascal. The manufacturer's specifieation lor the precision and linearity of the scanning system

(in the scan direclion) seemed adequate for the purpose intended. The precision of the 'track

positions' was not clear: we have treated this as a matter for investigation. ln our context these

denote radialpositions in arbitrary (but easily calibrated) units.

A new algorithm for data analysis has been developed. Atthough Fourier analysis appears to

be the obvious and naiural way to analyse what is the sum of a simple harrnonic functbn and an

envelope function (with high order noise), lhe results obtained by this approach have been

disappointing. Indeed the final precision attained by DeRosier et al[6], averaging a series of

fringes, is no better than manual measurement of a single fringe. We have started from the

recognition that what is being sought is the phase associated with a single harmonic

component whose order can be pre-specified wiih a reasonable degree of accuracy. Rather

than attempt to compute the phass as such we have employed an iterative frame shift within

the test data set, searching each time for the frams shift which rstums a null value for the

phase, and using as a criterion lor the latter the maximisalion of the single Fourier coefficient ol

order Q, where Q is the number of fringes to be analysed and the data set must contain

digitised values from at least Q+2 fringes. lt is convenient normally to use the cosine
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coefficient, A(O). A colrection can be applied for the minimal contribution of lhe envetope
function to the amplitude of A(Q), and an interpolation canied out to determine the non-integral
part of the frame shift corresponding to the maximum in A(Q). The final algorithm, implemented
via a UCSD Pascal program on the Apple lle microcomputsr, has been found to be slable,
insensitive to rounding errors in f, and capable in routine use on real data of retuming fringe
increments with a standard deviation in the nnge f/300 to f/500. This precision, which is of the
order one should expect to attain by any eflicient algorithm analysing and averaging 7 parailel
fringes, opens up the possibility of applying lor the first time on a routine basis the mathematical
methods referred to above.

Data capture

The initialfilm record obtained from the ultracentrifuge was enlarged approximately 1S-fold onto
sheet lilm (AgfaRapidoprint), using the csntre of the field on a Durst Mg00 enlarger wilh
Schneider-Kreuznach Componar 1:3.5/50lens. Enlargement under identicalconditions of a
high-precision square'ruled grating revealed no measdrable distortion of the image. The film
was processed using an Agfa Rapidoprint rapid processor wilh attached drier.

The enlarged image was then located on the translucent platen of the LKB Ultroscan 2202
Laser Densitometer, adiusted until the air fringes (fig 1) tay as accurately as possible normal to
the scan direction (see'baseline determination" below) and clipped into position. The position
of the meniscus and of the start ol the reference fringes in lerms of track numbers'were then
noted as lixed datum poinls. The instrument was then set to scan at the desired number of
enlarged radialposition, ie at equal interuals of track positions. Because of the geometry of the
scanning spot (maximum of 800 pm width x 50 pm in the scan direction with a Gaussian
intensity distribution), and also because of the limitations of disk storage space on the Apple
lle, not more than 50 radial posrtions within a 2-3 mm cellcolumn were measured. A limited
number of lracks were then scanned within the reference fringes to provide details of the
optical baseline (below).

The GELSCAN program (LKB Instrurnents) automatically saves all the scans as DATA tites on
the second disk drive. A printout of a typical scan is shown in fig 4. The effect of the envelope
function arising from the non-even light intensity distribution lrom the mercury arc source is
very apparent: other than in the central region the true maxima/minima of the fringes cannot be
specified with precision. Rather better resolution ol the fringes is obtained if the resotution
MODE is set to MEDIUM or to HIGH, rather than to Low as in fig 4. The data analysis is then,
however, conespondingly slower.
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Data analysls

The algorithm

The basis of our algorithm is the iterative maximisation o, the amplitude of the Fourier cosine

coefficient of order Q, where Q is the number of fringes within the data set analysed, by

lranslation of a reading frame within the total data set. The precise degree of translation

required to maximise A(A) is thus a measure of the phase shift. Throughout the present work

Q = 7, being limited by the number of clearly resolved fringes (figs 1 & 4), but we expect shortly

to be able to analyse laser-generated fringes with Q > 11. ln principle our algorilhm obviously

calls for the reading frame to contain an integral number of data values and to correspond to

exactly Q fringes. This state can be neither recognised with certainty, given the presence of

the envelope function (fiqs 1 & 4), nor attained within a precision of better than 0.5 of the

translation corresponding to one data value. We show below that these conditions do not in

practice limit the use of the method.

The precise sequence of logicaloperations is as follows:

an approximate value for the number N of data values corresponding to Q fringes is

estimated. ln practice, using standard conditions for the optical enlargement this
parameter is invariant, and is not re-measured on each occasion

2 a parameter firslguess is user-estimated for the maximum posilion of the first lringe

3 the fringe increment, f , is then estimated by ileration lo maximise A(Q) corrected for

background amplitude (below) wilhin the plane (firstguess +/- E) x (N +f ?), where E is a

user-supplied integral parameter, usually 1 or 2. The value of N is then relined il necessary

to be the nearest integer value to j'Q

4 tor each scan, the maximum value of A(A)within the reading frame starting at (firstouess +l

d) is found as described below, and the (non-integral) deviation of the reading frame from

firstguess is added to firstguess to give the estimate for the phase shift and hence the

fringe displacement

5 when the cumulative fringe displacement exceeds N/Q the reading frame is reset by N/Q

and the cumulalive fringe displacement incremented thereafter by f (ie by the increment

due to a single fringe).

Because of the small initial fringe increments, the initial value of lirstouess suffices for the first 2

scans. Thereafter this parameter is continuously refined by simple fonvard extrapolation; a
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procedure also adequatsly accurate to detec{ the possibitity of rnore than a single fringe
increment occuring between scans.

The UCSD Pascalprogram ANALYSER implements the above algorithm. Using efficient
procedures avoiding unnecessary re{omputation of cosine functions, and a quadratic fit
interpolation to minimise iteration (below), the time to estimate a fringe increment at a single
radialposition can be kept to less than 10 seconds on the Apple lle (with accelerator board).
Hence even a comprehensive set of scans can be analysed within a reasonable period of time.

The validity ol the algorithm and the precision of the various procedures has been thoroughly
studied, as shown below.

Detec:tion of the fringe pattem by measuremeti. -; A(e)

The amplitude of the cosine coefficients reflects the envelope function (in lhe lower orders)
and random noise (in the higher order coefficients). Wd have found lhat for e ) 7 there is very
litlle contribulion of the envelope lunciion to the coefficients in the range e +l- 2,whilst the
noise spectrum is very far removed. The four'flanking coefficients'routinely approximate to
zero (fig 5), and any smallcontribution to the amplitude of A(a) is rernoved by a procedure
OUADINTERP which interpolates this contribution aftertitting a teast-squares quadratic
function to the four flanking coefficients. The corrected A(Q) can thus be considered to arise
solely from lhe fringes.

Determination af the fringe number, f (wavelength)

The value for the width ol a single fringe, f, rnust be known accurately if error in the integral
count of the fringes is to be minimised: yet since an integral and linite number of data vatues
must be used in the frame shift procedure, an approximated value for f (= N/e) must of
necessity be used. ln fig 6 we see the effect of varying N upon the amplitude of A(e), where
each A(Q) is a value maximised by the frame shift procedure.

It is apparent that:

the amplitude of the maximalvalue of A(Q) varies only slowly with the assumed value for N.
Since N can hardly be in error by more than a single integer, it tollows that no significant
errors are likely to be introduced by the approximation involved

the variation of maximalA(O)with assumed N is srrrcoth, and an interpolated maximalvalue
could be found. We use a least squares Quadratr: f it to the A(Q) values to achieve this.
With the central value designated at the ze,'oth iq N, and titting a total of S A(O) values, the

(i0
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interpolated value in N is found by elementary algebra lrom -a(2, where ag is the zeroth

order coefficient of the quadratic fit.

Variation of AQ) with trameshift

The algorithm will only be stable if A(O) varies slrongly with frame shift, and shows a clearly

defined maximum. Results from real data are shown in lig 7lor 0 = 2. Clearly lhese conditions

are met. The irterpolated non-integral part of the frame shift is again found by a least squares

quadratic lit to the A(Q) values. For highest precision working our program permits an iterative

fit with decreasing d value (3 down to 1)to be performed, but the gain is found to be marginalas

compared with maintaining d = 2.

Determination of baseline

By use of the Ultroscan for dala caplure and our algorithm for data analysis, a precision in fringe

increment is attained which very significantly exceeds that obtainable by dired optical

measurement. lt thus lollows lhat the alignment of the enlarged photographic record in the

densitometer cannot be achieved by eye with the desired accuracy. We therelore routinely

measure the air or reference fringes at a series of radial positions, and by simple linear

regression analysis of the measured fringe increment obtain the true optical baseline, which

can then be used lo conect the data obtained from the region of the solution column.

Precision of results obtained

This has been eslimated both by the point variance of the fringe increments lrom the linear

regression line fitted to values from reference fringes (above), or, since the equilibrium trace

(fringe increment vs radius) approximates rather closely to a quadratic function, from the

variance of lhe second difference ol the data values in a full experimental run. By either

method we lind standard devialions in the range f/300 to f/500.

Results with expe rimental data

Fig 8 shows a plot of lringe increment against radial positbn for a data set taken from a typical

sedimentation equilibrium experiment. The smoothness of the finaldata set (cf lig 2) is such

that il is difficult to give an impression by graphical means of the residual noise. Fig 8 may

however legitimately be compared with the optimal results obtained by DeRosier et at [6],
where their much poorer final precision is associated with residual noise at a level which is

visually obvious (cf their f igs 3 & 4 with fig 8, present work). Our f inal precision is such that

differencing of the data can now be carried out with some reasonable degree of smoothness

remaining in the differenced values.
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Dlscussion

Our results demonstrate unequivocally that using the LKB Uttrosc an Z202for data capture and
a newly devised algorithm tor data analysis a final precision of f/300 to f/500 in measured fringe
displacement is readily obtained from typical real experimental data. This equals or exceeds the
precision obtained [8]using a semi-automatic system base upon twin photocells and a
light-difference deteclor. A major initial uncertainty in our case was the lack of knowledge as to
the accuracy and reproducibility of the track position settings in the Uttroscan. Our finding thar
the standard deviation of measurements made on relerence fringes (nearly level and hence
insensitive to enors in track position) was similar to that found with steeply curved fringes sfrows
that, under the conditions used at least, the instrumentat capability was adequate. A degree of
inconvenience attaches however to the need to enter manualty into the computer the track
positions selected: a two-dimensional scanning instrument would therelore be more
convenient in use, though not necessarily more accurate.

The linal precision achieved by our lringe analysis procedure, though hardly unprecedented in
general terms, is considerably better than that which has previously been achieved by an
automatic data capture system in the context of this particular application. As noted earlier, the
system devised by DeRosier etat t6l did not exceed f/100 at best, and other (tess
sophislicated) published systems have shown no improvement (see Introduction). DeRosier
et al speculate that their densitometer may have been prone to backlash, and clearly a hardware
problem could have been at least partly responsible for the limited final precision obtained.
Digital micrometers should however be capable of functioning satisfactorily at this level, and the
semi-automatic system ol Richards & Richards [8] achieved a precision of f/300 using a
mechanical stage.

The algorithm of DeRosier et al[6] is not totally secure. The assumption of zero phase

contribution from the envelope function in the region of the transform where the modulus
arising from the lringe pattem is maximal is approximate only, and must become hazardous
when small values of phase shift are being estimated. Earlier work in one of our laboratories (A
J Gibbs & A J Rowe, unpublished) lound serious difticulties in making reliable estimates of small
phase shifls, applying an algorithm similar to that of DeRosier et alto simulated data. Further.
the precision expected musl on any simple lheory be expecied lo be a function of the
numericalvalue of the dependent parameter (in this case the phase) being eslimated. The use
of a null procedure in which final precision will be equal lor all values measured is therefore
desirable on general grounds.

Our algorithm thus provides avery fast and stable way of extracting detailconceming the
relative phase shifl of a single harrnonic component, by computing only 5 individual Fourier
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(cosine) coeefficients for a small number (usually 5) of frame shifts corresponding to the same

number of assumed fringe increments, and by avoiding further iterations by means of a

numericalevaluation of the maximalfunction value. This algorithm may not be without use in

other fringe analysis contexts. In our own field of application it offers the possibility that a series

of most interesting methods derived dudng the past 20 years [3,4,5,9,101, which have much

potentialfor protein chemistry but which have proved dillicult lo implement because ol the

severe demands place upon smoothness ol data, may now turn out to be usable; given that

the whole of the data capturs and evaluation can be performed in fully automatic mode using an

instrument already commonly found in laboratories in the life sciences.
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Flgure r

Rayleigh interference fringe pattern from a low speed sedimentation equilibrium experiment on
a polysaccharide (tomato peclin), using a Beckman Model E analyticalultracentrifuge. Sotvent:
I=o'10, PH = 6'8. The rotor speed was 9341 rpm, the temperature 20.0o, and the initiat sotute
loading concentration was 0.4 mg.mt-1.

Flgure 2

Plol of fringe concentration, j, relative to that at the meniscus, as a function of radial

displacement from the centre of the rotor (data from experiment in fig 1). Data from careful
manual measurement.
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Flgure 3

Plot of lhe point weight average molecular weight as a funclion of (absolute) tringe

concentration, J (data from experiment in lig 1).
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Flgure 4

Digitised opticaldensity values output from the LKB Ultroscan, scanning at a single radial
postion. 1000 values are logged at each (incremented) radial position, and these form the

basic data set for subsequent analysis.
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Flgure 5

The amplitude ol the Fourier cosine coefficients as a func{ion of order of coefficient, computed
for a typical data set (169 central values, data shown in fig 4).
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Flgure 6

The etfect of varying the number of data points assumed to corespond to 7 fringes (7f) upon
the amplitude ol A(7). ln each case the value of the latter is lhe maximum obtained iteralively by
frame shifting (cf fig 7).
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Flgure 7

Plot of the amplitude of the cosine coefficient A(7) as a function of assumed start point within

the data set, with an iterative lrame shitt ? = 2 values. 163 values were taken to correspond to 7

fdnges (cf fig 6).
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Flgure 8

Plot of estimates for relative lringe concenlration, j, as a function of radial displacement from the

oentre of the rotor, yielded by the program ANALYSER applied to data bgged al equal

incremenls in r by the LKB Ultroscan 2202laser densitometer.
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